


Monograms
These monograms have used capital letters & the ‘parchment’
font sized to 250 pt. (Not to scale bellow)

A B C D E F G H

I J K L M N O P

Q R S T U V W X

Y Z

The first stage is to draw the design to your fine cotton fabric
using a light box.



Surface Stitching
Starting off your threads

Your fabric needs to be placed into your hoop before any
stitching takes place, this tensions the fabric to make it easier to
stitch. All starting & finished of threads should be done on the
surface of the work. This is done either on a stitch line or within
a section to be covered in surface decoration.

Stem Stitch
Bring your needle up at the start of one of your lines and make a
small straight stitch  approximately 2-3mm in length (fig 1),
don’t pull all of the thread through to the back but leave a loop
on the surface.

Fig 1

Fig 2



Now bring your needle up the middle of that stitch & pull that
first stitch tight. (Fig 2)
Make your second stitch the same length as the first (2-3mm)
again leaving a loop on the surface. When you bring your needle
back up aim to bring it through the same hole that the previous
stitch made on the way down. This will give you the look of a
continuous ‘rope’.
Work all of the curved lines on the initial.

Satin Stitch.

The first step with padded satin stitch
is to work a spilt stitch edge. Take a
straight stitch and then bring the
needle up in the centre of that stitch
to make the next stitch. Work the
entire outline.

To pad out the shape work a few straight stitches within the split
stitch boarder. Make sure that the stitches lay in the opposite
direction to the satin stitches. (Fig 3)



The satin stitches now need to be
worked. Bring your needle up on the
outside of your spilt stitch boarder,
approximately in the middle. This
will help you set your angle for your
stitches.

Beads
All of the beads are applied the same way. Thread your fine
beading needle with a length of stranded and come up where you
wish your bead to sit.

Carefully pick up a bead on your
needle & let it fall to the bottom of
the thread. Take your needle back
down, your bead will now be sitting
on the surface of your work.
Stitch down all your beads.

Fig 3



Eyelets

Using a stiletto carefully pierce the
fabric to create a small whole.
With a single thread of stranded
cotton carefully & systematically
stitch around the edge of the eyelet.
Bring your needle up through the
fabric and drop down through the
whole created by the stiletto.

The stitches need to be around 1
mm in size and tightly packed
together.

When working larger eyelets or
elliptical eyelets a small cut in the
fabric will be needed to allow the
eyelet to be stitched.



Cutwork with buttonhole bars.

The first stage is to work a back
stitch around the shape to be cut.
This acts as a reinforcement before
any cutting takes place.

The next stage of cutwork is to
stitch is a couple of stabilising bars
as cutting away a section weakens

the fabric.

With a single strand of white thread
stitch across the shape a couple of
times. Make sure however that you
do not carry your thread across the
back as this will prevent you cutting
away the section of fabric.

Once these bars are in, using
buttonhole stitch work along the bars

to reinforce them. To do this pass your needle between the fabric
and the bar then bring your needle up through the loop created.

Cutting away the fabric should be
done carefully from the back,
preferable using curved scissors
which allow you to get the blade
very close to the fabric whilst the
points are held away.


